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Kondo effect of quantum dots in the quantum Hall regime
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We report on the Kondo effect of quantum dots involving the precursor of the Landau-level filling factor
n51 state in the quantum Hall regime. We argue that pairs of degenerate single-Slater determinant states may
give rise to a Kondo effect, which can be mapped into an ordinary Kondo effect in a fictitious magnetic field.
We report on several properties of this Kondo effect using scaling and numerical renormalization group
analysis. We suggest an experiment to investigate this Kondo effect.
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The Kondo effect, one of the most extensively stud
phenomena in condensed-matter physics,1 has recently en-
joyed a revival in mesoscopic systems. Examples incl
quantum dots,2–6 quantum point contacts,7 and carbon nano
tube coupled to superconductors.8 The main attraction of the
Kondo effect in such systems is its tunability, which make
possible to test various aspects of the Kondo effect that c
not be directly investigated in bulk solids. For example
scattering phase shift at the Kondo resonance in a quan
dot has been measured using a two-path interferometer6 In
mesoscopic systems, the role of magnetic impurities emb
ded in bulk solids is played by nanoscale quantum dots
carbon nanotube~as a whole! coupled to electrodes. Th
Kondo effect arises essentially from the spin-degenerate
ergy levels associated with a single unpaired electron in
artificial atom, and is accompanied by the Kondo resona
at the Fermi level. In quantum dots, a Kondo effect may a
when an external magnetic field induces ene
degeneracy,9–12 while in bulk systems a magnetic field lift
the spin degeneracy and leads to splitting of the Kondo re
nance peak.13,14

In this paper, we report on the Kondo effect of quantu
dots involving the precursor of the Landau-level filling fact
n51 state in the quantum Hall regime. An attractive featu
of these quantum dots is that the single-Slater-determin
states are exact ground states of the many-body Hamilto
under certain circumstances.15–17 The Slater-determinan
states, denoted byuN↑ ,N↓&, haveN↑ spin-up andN↓ spin-
down electrons, see Eq.~2!. In this work, we focus on the
parameter region whereuN,0& and uN21,1& become nearly
degenerate ground states15,16 ~see Fig. 1!. The degeneracy o
uN,0& and uN21,1& results from the interplay of many-bod
interaction, parabolic confinement energy, and~real! Zeeman
energy. These states are stable ground states in wide re
of the parameter space15,16 and are easily probed in
experiments.18,19We show that this pair of degenerate man
body ground states gives rise to a Kondo effect that can
mapped into an ordinary Kondo problem with afictitious
magnetic field. Also, our investigation suggests that the
fects of the fictitious field may be removed by moving off t
phase boundary. Our analysis indicates that a similar ef
can arise at each phase boundary betweenuN↑ ,N↓& and
uN↑21,N↓11& ground states. We report on several prop
ties of this Kondo effect using scaling and numerical ren
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malization group~NRG! analysis. We also suggest an expe
ment to investigate this Kondo effect.

We first describe briefly our model for a quantum dot in
strong magnetic field. It consists of two-dimensional ele
trons confined to a finite area that is coupled to two lea
The confining potential is regarded parabolic,V(x,y)
5 1

2 m* V2(x21y2), wherem* is the effective electron mas
and V is the frequency. A magnetic fieldB is applied per-
pendicular to the quantum dot, i.e., in thez direction. The
field is assumed to be so strong that the Landau-level spa
\vc , wherevc5eB/m* c, is sufficiently large compared to
the confinement energy\V and the electron-electron inter
action energye2/e, (,[A\c/eB ande is the dielectric con-
stant!. In this limit, only the lowest Landau level is relevan
In the symmetric gauge, the single-electron orbits of an i
lated quantum dot are labeled by the orbital angular mom
tum m (m50,1,2, . . . ,) andspin indexs5↑,↓. An electron

FIG. 1. Energy level structure of single-Slater-determinant sta
uN↑ ,N↓& for N56. The energies are in units ofe2/e,. Statesu6,0&
and u5,1& are degenerate ground states for certain values of
parameters~see the text!.15 The virtual states that are relevant to th
Kondo effect are also Slater determinants since ground states
given by Slater determinants. The arrows connect degene
ground states to Slater determinant states with one more or less
electron number. Inset: Density profiles of the maximum-dens
droplet stateuN,0& and the stateuN21,1& with one spin flipped.
©2003 The American Physical Society23-1
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in the angular momentum statem is located in a ring of the
width , and a radiusRm5A2(m11),. The single-particle
energy of an orbit withm and s is given by em,s5g(1
1m)11

2gmBBs, where g[\vc(V/vc)
2 and gmBB is the
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24532
Zeeman splitting~we ignore the zero-point energy, whic
does not affect the Kondo effect!.

The many-body Hamiltonian of an isolated quantum d
in a strong magnetic field is then given by
H05(
m,s

«m,sdm,s
† dm,s1 (

m1 ,m18 ,m2 ,m28
(

s1 ,s2

Um
18 ,m

28 ;m1 ,m2
dm

28 ,s2

†
dm

18 ,s1

†
dm1 ,s1

dm2 ,s2
, ~1!
s
-

one
-

e
the
where dm,s
† (dm,s) creates~annihilates! an electron in the

statem,s, andUm
18 ,m

28 ;m1 ,m2
are the matrix elements of th

electron-electron Coulomb interaction. As mentioned abo
in quantum dots in a strong magnetic field, the single-Sla
determinant state of the form

uN↑ ,N↓&5dN↓21,↓
†

•••d0↓
† dN↑21,↑

†
•••d0↑

† u0&, ~2!

so-calledmaximum-density-droplet states, can be an exac
eigenstate of the many-body Hamiltonian, Eq.~1!, in a wide
range of parametersg̃[g/(e2/e,) and g̃5gmBB/(e2/e,)
~see Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. 15!.

In the presence of the coupling to the leads, the ma
body states in the quantum dot are hybridized with the c
duction bands of the leads. The coupling can be conside
within the tunneling model

HT5 (
k,m,s

V~dm,s
† ck,s1ck,s

† dm,s!, ~3!

whereck,s
† and ck,s are operators for conduction electron

and V is the tunneling amplitude~we ignore them depen-
dence ofV for simplicity, see below!. We assume that ther
are N electrons in the quantum dot in equilibrium, and th
the Fermi levelEF of the leads lies between the success
electrochemical potentialsmN21 and mN of the quantum
dot:20 mN21,EF,mN . Here, note that, the electrochemic
potential of the quantum dot includes the contribution fro
the gate voltageVg applied to the quantum dot, which i
given bymN[EN11

0 2EN
0 1eVg whereEN

0 is theN-electron
ground-state energy. Below, we consider the Kondo effec
the limit G!EF2mN21 and G!mN2EF (G[2pr0uVu2).
We emphasize, however, that the spins involved here are
real spins but pseudospins, corresponding to the degen
ground statesuN,0& and uN21,1&.

Given the setup prescribed above, transport of the c
duction electrons through the quantum dot via sequen
tunneling is highly suppressed. The hybridization of the
levels is possible only through the virtual tunneling pr
cesses. To simplify the discussion, we will further assu
that mN2EF@EF2mN21. The dominant contributions the
come from the virtual processes involving th
(N21)-electron statesuN21,0& and uN22,1&, while the
processes involving the virtual states with (N11) electrons
in the dot can be ignored.@In the NRG study to be discusse
below, however, we have taken into account all the virt
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processes with (N21)- and (N11)-electron states.# Effec-
tively, the tunneling Hamiltonian takes the form~see also
Fig. 1!

HT5(
k

V~ck↑
† uN21,0&^N,0u1ck↓

† uN21,0&

3^N21,1uck↑
† uN22,1&^N21,1u!1H.c.. ~4!

Each term in Eq.~4! leads to one of the virtual processe
listed in Fig. 2. Within the spirit of the Schrieffer-Wolf trans
formation taking into account these virtual processes,
can show that for smallG and at low temperatures, the im
purity modelH5HD1Hc1HT is equivalent to a Kondo-like
model:

FIG. 2. Virtual processes mediating the transitions~a! from
uN,0& to uN,0&, ~b! from uN,0& to uN21,1&, ~c! from uN21,1& to
uN21,1&, ~d! from uN21,1& to uN,0&, and ~e! from uN21,1& to
uN21,1&. The virtual process~e! does not have a counterpart in th
usual Anderson model and gives an extra kinetic energy gain for
electrons in the stateuN21,1&.
3-2
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H52(
k,q

J't~S1cq,↑ck,↓
† 1S2cq,↓ck,↑

† !2(
k,q

Sz~J↑cq,↑ck,↑
†

2J↓cq,↓ck,↓
† !, ~5!

where we have adopted the notationS15uN,0&^N21,1u,
S25uN21,1&^N,0u, and Sz5(uN,0&^N,0u2uN21,1&^N
21,1u)/2 to emphasize the roles of the statesu⇑&[uN,0& and
u⇓&[uN21,1& as pseudospin components. The coupling c
stantsJ' , J↓ , andJ↑ in Eq. ~5! are given by

J'5
uVu2

EF1EN21,02EN,02eVg
, ~6!

J↑5
uVu2

EF1EN21,02EN,02eVg
2

uVu2

EF1EN22,12EN21,12eVg
,

~7!

and

J↓5
uVu2

EF1EN21,02EN21,12eVg
. ~8!

Before going further, it will be useful to discuss here
important difference between our impurity problem, t
model studied in Ref. 9, and the usual Anderson model
the Anderson model, the degenerate states are spin s
associated with a singleorbital in the impurity. The impurity
spin is isotropic. In particular, the spin components↑ and↓
are equal in the contributions to the transport. In our case,
pseudo-spin componentu⇓& (uN21,1&) allows for one addi-
tional virtual-process channel compared withu⇑&, namely,
the one depicted in Fig. 2~e!, coming from the third term in
the parenthesis in Eq.~4!. This additional channel is respon
sible for the difference between the coefficientsJ↓ andJ↑ in
Eq. ~5!. Physically, this additional channel allows the ele
trons in theu⇓& states for more kinetic energy gain than tho
in the u⇑& states. The differenceDz[J↑2J↓ leads to anef-
fective Zeeman splitting betweenu⇑& and u⇓& states. It is
reminiscent of the original Kondo impurity in an extern
magnetic field.13,14,25It should be emphasized, however, th
in our case, the fictitious fieldDz arisesintrinsically. More-
over, as we see below, the effects ofDz can be removed by
detuning the levels ofuN,0& anduN21,1& ~i.e., going off the
phase boundary in the parameter space!. The two degenerate
states involved in the Kondo effect studied in Ref. 9 beco
degenerate due to competition between the single-par
orbital-level spacing and the Zeeman energy. In the cas
the Kondo effect near the singlet-triplet transition studied
Refs. 10,11, the degeneracy purely comes from the ma
body exchange interaction, and is fourfold~ignoring very
small Zeeman energy!. In our case, it is a result of interpla
among many-body interaction, parabolic confinement
ergy, and~real! Zeeman effect. We also remark that the tu
neling amplitudeV in Eq. 3 should, in general, depend on t
orbital m. Its effect introduces another contribution to th
fictitious Zeeman splitting, and does not affect the resu
qualitatively.

To investigate the low-energy physical properties of
Kondo-like model, Eq.~5!, we first follow the poor man’s
24532
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scaling approach1 and trace out the conduction electrons
the rangeD2dD,u«ku,D. The resultant renormalization
group ~RG! equations are given by

d

d,
J'52r0JzJ' ,

d

d,
Jz52r0J'

2 ,
d

d,
Dz50, ~9!

whereJz[(J↓1J↑)/2 and ,[2 ln(r0D). The first two RG
equations in Eq.~9! are exactly the same as those of t
usual Anderson model, which exhibit a Kosterlitz-Thoules
type RG flow diagram.1 This implies that the effective impu
rity model in question exhibits a Kondo effect. The add
tional coupling constantDz in Eq. ~9! plays a role of a
fictitious magnetic field on the pseudospin. Therefore, forDz
larger than the Kondo temperatureTK , the Kondo resonance
peak at the Fermi level will be split into two peaks wi
separation given byDz . The spectral weights of the spl
peaks will be diminished.13,14 Further, sinceDz arises intrin-
sically in our model, the effect of this fictitious field may b
removed by detuning the levels ofuN,0& and uN21,1&. All
these arguments are confirmed by the NRG calculations,
below.

FIG. 3. Density of states on the quantum dot in a strong m
netic field with degenerate energy levelsE6,05E5,1.

FIG. 4. Density of states on the quantum dot in a strong m
netic field with small detuning of energy levelsE6,0 andE5,1.
3-3
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The RG equations, Eqs.~9!, and the corresponding argu
ments above are based on a second-order perturbation inJ' ,
J↓ , andJ↑ . One may question the validity of the perturb
tive RG analysis, in particular, the marginal behavior ofDz
in Eq. ~9!. We perform a NRG calculation,21–24 and justify
that the above conclusions are qualitatively correct. Figur
shows the local density of states of the quantum dot i
strong magnetic field. For the calculations, we have cho
G50.025D and EF2(EN,02EN21,01eVg)50.085D. Near
the Fermi level, there are two Kondo peaks separated b
Dz'0.01D. Since this fictitious Zeeman splitting come
from the differences in the kinetic energy gains foru⇑& and
u⇓& states, it can be removed by detuning the degene
levels EN,0 and EN21,1. In Fig. 4, we have detuned th
energy levels of EN,0 and EN21,1 by an amount Dz ,
i.e., EF2(EN,02EN21,01eVg)5(0.08520.005)D and
EF2(EN21,12EN21,01eVg)5(0.08510.005)D. One can
clearly see that the Kondo resonance peak at the Fermi l
has been recovered.

Before concluding, we briefly discuss possible expe
ments. The maximum-density-droplet states have alre
been probed in transport measurements through vertic18

and lateral19 quantum dots. The ordinary Kondo effects ha
also been observed in quantum dots.2,4,5To observe a Kondo
effect involving the maximum-density-droplet states, verti
quantum dots are particularly convenient. One advantag
h-
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that these vertical dots provide a relatively strong confi
ment potential. Another important advantage of vertical d
is that the leads can be made of bulk electrodes. In b
electrodes, the densities of states for both spins near
Fermi level are insensitive to the energy~we assume that the
Zeeman energy is small compared with the Fermi ener!
and the spin-polarization effects can be safely neglected.5 We
estimate the typical values of the relevant parameters to
N;15, B;5 T (gmBB;0.15 meV), \V;3 meV, TK
;0.05–0.1 K, andDz;0.1 meV.

We have reported on the Kondo effect of quantum dots
the quantum Hall regime, involving the precursor of t
Landau-level filling factorn51 state. Unlike the ordinary
Anderson impurity model, we find that the Kondo resonan
splits due to an internally generated fictitious magnetic fie
We showed that by detuning the energies of states invol
in the Kondo effect, the resonance peak at the Fermi le
may be restored. We have argued that these effects ma
observed in vertical dots.
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